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A girl you like is ignoring your texts... what should you do?

Don’t worry, Frankie’s here to help ya.

In this report, I'll reveal 3 curiosity-creating texts that make her want to text you back. Not only that, but I'll also show you a way to actually get her out on a date face-to-face with you.

Now if a girl isn’t texting you back… an extremely powerful tactic is to use an EMOTION CREATING TEXT that COMPELS her to text you back…

How does it do this? By spiking her curiosity.

Here's what I mean...

**Spiking a Girl's Curiosity**

Your best bet in getting a girl who doesn't text back to reply is to really spike her curiosity.

However, this is only a temporary fix. If you don't fix your bad texting habits, she will get bored and, once again, she'll stop texting you back.

I want to remind you that the reason we text a girl is to get her out on a date. This is why you should structure your texting to eventually get the girl out.

Therefore, not only do you want her to reply, but you also want to transform her reply to a text conversation that allows you to aim towards getting together with her.

This is how to do it:

1. **Send her a curiosity eliciting “hook” texts that aims to get a reply.**
2. **Transform her reply into a fun text exchange**
3. **Propose a meet-up right after you spark her emotions.**
After her emotions are spiked, do not waste time, and go for the meet-up.

Do not dilly-daddle waiting for more “proof” that she likes you.

Do not get into drawn-out text conversations “getting to know each other.”

I've lost lots of girls because I missed my window of opportunity, and instead sent too many texts playing textual-grabass without trying to get her out... and it's more than likely cost you AT LEAST one girl before.

So let's not procrastinate with this, alright?

Cool.

OK, so how does one craft texts that make a girl curious and make her want to text back? Let's go over a 3 specific examples.

3 Hook Texts that Spike Her Curiosity

Hook Text #1: The “Serious” Opinion

“Hmm, I need your opinion on something..”

Girls LOVE to give out their opinion.

And a girl will get hooked for the following reasons:

1. She can't resist giving out her opinion

2. Curiosity to what your question is going to be.

3. Maybe it relates to her. Maybe there is something about HER that is making you ask for her advice. She wants to know what quality she has that led you to ask for her opinion.
After she answers, be playful and make up something outrageous. Like...

"I'm thinking of quitting my job and becoming a mime"

Now she will reply with a “lol”, or she will play along, or she will think you are serious.

The best case scenario if she plays along… but whatever she says, send her this text next:

“When you see me doing my thing on the street, will you put a Euro in my hat?”

Here's an example of an entire conversation I had using this texting technique:

*Me:* I'm thinking about quitting my job and becoming a mime.

*She:* That sounds like a promising career choice. You should definitely go for it! Ha!

*Me:* When you see me doing my thing on campus, would you put a Euro in my hat?

*She:* Hahaha no. But maybe a dime. I don't have euros.

*Me:* But I'm the best.. I have an edge on all the other mimes out there.... I talk.

*She:* I think that's against the rules. Just sayin.

*Me:* hmm, you must be one of those nice girls that never breaks the rules and does everything properly... yep, just like I thought.

*She:* You caught me…

*Me:* :) You need to learn a few things.. I think ima take
you with me to Paris where I will mime in the streets while you pick the pockets of onlooking tourists. After counting the money we can go run through fancy museums while being jacked up on red bull.

She: Hahaha you had me until red bull….

Me: We’ll be running around ancient museums while being jacked up on the hot cocoa we had next to the fireplace previously**

She: That's better.

Notice how I start small asking for a serious opinion. This puts her in a “he is asking me a serious question” autopilot response.

But then, however, I knock her out of her autopilot and surprise her with something fun and outrageous. We are then suddenly talking about running around museums in Paris.

Can you see how you can create this type of fun conversation that gets her excited?

Once you've sparked her emotions like this, it is now relatively simple to send her a text that plants the seed of the date.

For example, if she asks you any question, like “and then what did we do?” You can answer it with “that's something I can only tell you over a glass of wine”

BOOM – the date has been seeded.

Here's the general template:

“Sounds like a good (conversation/discussion/talk) over a (glass of wine/pint of beer/cup of coffee/walk on the beach)”

Now let's move on to hook text #2.

As you will see, it follows the same structure.
Hook Text #2. Haha... is it true?

_Haha... is it true?_

This is another great text that suggests you heard something about HER. She'll want to know what it is and who told you about it. So she will probably reply with something like “what” “what are you talking about?” or “?”

That's when you get outrageous again... by telling her something that relates to her.

For example, If she likes penguins, say something like,

“All I heard you ran off to join the circus to pursue your dream of dancing with penguins. I'm so happy for you! :)

Similarly to hook text #1: You can then turn this into a fun conversation which you can turn into a date.

Are you starting to get the hang of it now? Let's now go over hook text #3...

Hook Text #3 Well, it's obvious… [Credit: Race DePriest]

This text contains 3 parts:

1. Well it's obvious [funny reason why she isn't responding]:

   _Well it's obvious you finally pursued your dream of becoming a mermaid…_

2. funny/teasing event or part of the situation that's clearly keeping her from answering you. (Something you hope happened to her or you hope didn't happen to her)

   ...when you are done singing songs with you underwater friends...
3. The hook: when she is done doing whatever she is doing, she should text you back because you have a fun idea or a quick question...etc.

...send me a text I have a fun idea.

The hook not only spikes her curiosity and makes her wonder what your fun idea is or what it is you want to do... but it allows you to actually “seed” a get-together with her… as you will now see.

Here are all 3 parts put together in a text:

Well it is obvious you finally pursued your dream of becoming a mermaid...when you are done singing songs with your underwater friends, send me a text, I have a fun idea

How to Get Her Out With This…

Not only can you add “I have a fun idea” at the end of your text… but you can also say “I have a question for you”

Again, this is just a little extra something that encourages her even more to respond by piquing her curiosity. It is VERY powerful.

When she asks, I simply make up a question. Often it is seeding an invite to meeting up that week. For example:

"Have you ever been to (insert bar/coffee shop/park/etc)?"

Sound good?

Now it’s time to formulate a texting game plan...
In this video you’re going to learn how to turn your phone into a magnet... by using a specific sequence of texts called: The Key Lock Sequence

You will learn how to use three simple text messages to turn a woman on, and get her out on a date.

Watch the Video NOW

Some of the things you’ll learn:
• How to capitalize on attraction before it fades
• The single biggest ingredient for capturing her attention
• 3 specific types of texts you need to send (in order) to turn her on and get her anxious to meet up